
This report looks at the following areas:

•• Consumer search habits and how search is changing as a result of social
media and AI.

•• Trends in ownership of technology products.
•• Recent buying activity and buying intentions regarding technology

products.
•• Online activities undertaken on technology devices.

47% of Generation Z would turn first to social media when looking for outfit
ideas, while 35% are most likely to use a search engine. Search engines
continue to act as the primary portal for consumers accessing the internet, but
people now have more options to search for information than ever before. As a
result, young people especially, are turning to more immersive, and authentic
recommendations and suggestions that can be provided by social media
platforms.

Search engines such as Google and Bing, are coming under increased threat
from social media platforms such as TikTok and Instagram, that are leveraging
algorithms to serve up personalised recommendations. This is especially true
when it comes to recommendations of what to wear, where to eat, or learning
a new skill.

Search is changing as a result and is leveraging the power of artificial
intelligence to transition away from simply listing websites, to providing more
immersive and interactive search results. Google has introduced ‘Multisearch’ to
enable combined image and text searching, while it can now recommend
specific parts of a video that best answer a search query.

But the big change could come as a result of Microsoft’s investment in OpenAI
and the integration of Chat-GPT functionality into the relaunched Bing search
engine. The opportunity to receive detailed recommendations in a
conversational format, rather than links to websites, could change the way
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search works, and give Bing a boost after years of struggling to stand out
against Google.
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Figure 1: How they search for information, 2023
• Technology ownership
• Smartphone brands increasingly target older age groups

Figure 2: Personal ownership of consumer technology
products, 2023

• Ownership of Smart TVs continues to rise
Figure 3: Household ownership of technology, 2023

• Recent and planned purchases
• Purchasing picks up for Christmas

Figure 4: Technology purchases in the last three months,
2022-23

• Planned purchases also rise
Figure 5: Technology purchases planned for the next three
months, 2022-23

• Browsers, Operating Systems and 5G status
• Potential for Microsoft Edge to grow further with AI

Figure 6: Browser usage, 2023
• 5G penetration continues to grow

Figure 7: 5G status, 2023
• Apple launches its latest iOS

Figure 8: Smartphone operating system, 2023
• Digital Activities
• Usage of tracking devices grows among older groups

Figure 9: Digital activities, 2023
• Consumers are watching live-streamed events, but not

concerts
Figure 10: Smartphone activities in the last three months, 2023

• Search engines have long been our portal to the internet
• Google has come to dominate this space

Figure 11: How they search for information, 2023
• Most search is still based around text, but consumers are

branching out
Figure 12: Google multisearch
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• Generation Z shifts search behaviour to social media
Figure 13: Searching for information on Social media first, by
generation, 2023

• Microsoft uses Generative AI to take on Google
Figure 14: Bing introduces Generative AI function

• AI divides the crowd, but could encourage users to switch

• Smartphone brands targeted the over-55s as penetration
among this group increase

• Users aged 25-34 are thinking to disconnect from their
smartphones
Figure 15: Smartphone ownership*, by age, 2018-22

• Apple launches its latest iOS
• Google reveals a developer preview for Android 14

Figure 16: Smartphone operating system, 2021-23
• 5G penetration continues to grow

Figure 17: Current 5G status, 2021-23
• Consumers are watching live-streamed events, but not

concerts
• Retailers adapt AR technology to give flexibility to

consumers
Figure 18: Smartphone activities, 2022-23

• Christmas period and financial confidence might have
boosted purchases
Figure 19: Smartphone purchases in the last three months and
planned purchases in the next three months, 2019-23

• Latest smartphone releases with the new Snapdragon
chipset

• Vivo one of the first using the new MediaTek chipset
• New foldable phones in Europe market

• Design over-ear headphones to allow users to stay
connected to their surroundings

• Biodegradable plastic headphones are a first good step but
more needs to be done
Figure 20: Personal ownership of wearable devices, 2018-23

• Headphones and music are an essential wellbeing tool
Figure 21: Recent purchasing of wearable technology,
2019-23

SPECIAL FOCUS – SEARCH AND SOCIAL MEDIA

SPECIAL FOCUS - GENERATIVE AI AND SEARCH

TRENDED DATA – SMARTPHONES

TRENDED DATA – WEARABLES
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• Planned purchases return to levels seen in late 2021
• A screen-less smartwatch as an alternative to distractive

devices
• Philips Sleep Headphones offer solutions for better sleep

Figure 22: Planned purchases of wearable devices, 2019-23
• Usage of tracking devices grows among older groups
• Epicore Biosystems launch hydration tracker
• Appeal to seniors through preventative healthcare

Figure 23: Using wearables to track exercise or diet, by age
and gender, 2022-23

• VR headset ownership remains low but rental options could
increase ownership
Figure 24: Ownership of gaming hardware, 2014-23

• Purchases of static games consoles increase whilst signs of
supply chain issues ease

• Xbox becomes carbon aware
• The DualSense Edge is a premium controller for the PS5

Figure 25: Gaming technology products purchased in the last
three months, 2019-23

• First accessible controller for PS5
Figure 26: Planned purchases of gaming technology
products, 2019-23

• Potential for Microsoft Edge to grow further with AI
• Support a healthier relationship with technology for

children and adults
Figure 27: Browser usage, 2021-23

• Young people increasingly don’t need anything but a phone
• Apple launches DIY self-repair service

Figure 28: Ownership of computers, 2012-23
Figure 29: Ownership of computers, by form factor, 2017-23

• Laptop purchases return to levels seen in mid-2020
• The rise in hybrid working has not increased purchases of

hybrid laptops
• Emerging electronic rental service sectors driven by circular

economy and affordability
Figure 30: Computing purchases made in the last three
months, 2019-23

• Planned purchases for tablets plateau
• SoyMomo wins award for children designed tablets

TRENDED DATA – GAMING

TRENDED DATA – COMPUTERS
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• Balance physical stimulation with virtual features in
children’s devices
Figure 31: Planned purchases of laptops and tablets, 2019-23

• Shift to UHD resumes
Figure 32: Household ownership of HD and UHD TVs, 2016-23

• Smart TVs are becoming the norm
Figure 33: HDTV connectivity, 2019-23

• Alexa gives seniors greater independence and connectivity
Figure 34: Household ownership of devices, 2017-23

• Abbreviations
• Consumer research methodology

TRENDED DATA – TV AND MEDIA DEVICES

APPENDIX – DATA SOURCES, ABBREVIATIONS AND
SUPPORTING INFORMATION
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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